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There have been some very intense shows recently, an ever tightening of events, words, sentences 

etc in a massive dot connecting way. Will this show pull another pondering out of hat and produce 

a lasting memory or thought process, I guess no time will tell. Drum Roll: Ladies and gentlemen 

THI is proud to announce the release of Volume 2 From His story to our story. It is now available 

on Lulu.com priced $19.99 From His Story to Our Story (lulu.com) It will be available from the 

THI-show.com bookstore soon. NEWS: President Joe Biden said Thursday he has no regrets, as 

the investigation continues into the classified documents found at his home and office. Why would 

he, permanent day of atonement in that House. Biden broke his silence on the issue for the first 

time this week, despite repeated questions from reporters, during a trip to California to survey 

storm damage. He had not publicly addressed the matter since Jan. 12 and has talked about the 

documents only three times since the news broke earlier this month. Until Thursday, he had not 

done so since a special counsel was named. You know what, quite frankly, bugs me is that we have 

serious problems here we're talking about, he said to reporters who shouted questions. We're 

talking about what's going on and the American people don't quite understand why you don't ask 

me questions about that. Interesting he now wishes to talk about the problems of the people, when 

he has done zero in his whole political career for the benefit of the people. Biden then said; but 

having said that, what's your question?. The president was then asked why he did not reveal the 

existence of the documents back when they were first found in early November, a few days before 

the midterm elections. We found a handful of documents, were filed in the wrong place, we 

immediately turned them over to the National Archives and the Justice Department, he said. Who 

is we found out Mr. Biden? We're fully cooperating and looking forward to getting this resolved 

quickly. In other words, the national security act will be invoked and nothing is revealed or 

happens. I think you're going to find, there's nothing there, he continued. But there was something 

there, just the same as Trump. On one, the media cried foul, the other the media whitewashed it. I 

have no regrets, I'm following what the lawyers have told me they want me to do, It's exactly what 

we're doing. There's no 'there' there, thank you. Like his policies about the public’s needs, he said 

nothing. This is more pure deflection, aided and abetted by the FBI, the just us department and the 

agencies, who are all in each other’s pockets. I don’t expect anything to come of it. More drama 

and staged theater from the non-white, house. 

 

It has now emerged that Mike Pence has classified papers as well, which no doubt has been done 

to deflect from Biden and back onto the Trump camp. Trump, Biden and Pence are the effect, 

unintelligent agencies, the state and justice departments and oversight committees are the cause 

for their lax control, all of which is overlooked.   
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Former Vice President Al Gore on Thursday outlined a global effort run by machine-learning 

artificial intelligence, is essentially spying on individual facilities in every country in the world, to 

measure their emissions of greenhouse gases and target the world’s largest emitters. Oh my, 

Clowns in Panic right again, 100% total surveillance. At the World Economic Forum in Davos, 

Switzerland, Gore formally introduced attendees to the initiative known as Climate Tracking Real-

Time Atmospheric Carbon Emissions, or Climate TRACE. The initiative has led to a website that 

allows for real-time tracking of emissions in any area of the world, which Gore said is allowing 

climate activists, reporters and others to identify high-priority industries and regions for emissions 

reduction programs. Does it track methane gas coming out of the mouths of Gore, Gates and 

Thunberg? Because they let off more greenhouse gases than cows. So, if we are getting rid of cows 

for that effect, what about Gore, Gates and Thunberg as well? It’s a non-profit coalition that uses 

artificial intelligence to process data from 300 existing satellites and from 30,000 land, sea and air 

base sensors. Multiple internet data streams to use artificial intelligence to create machine-learning 

algorithms, to zoom in on every single significant source of greenhouse gas pollution, Gore said 

of Climate TRACE. Gore showed how Climate TRACE uses these inputs to zoom in on specific 

facilities and assess how much they contribute to GHG emissions. Coming soon breathing 

satellites, so they can tax the air you breathe. Remember they have already proposed a farting tax, 

by some total jackass with zero brain cells. What are the clowns at Davos and their fake climate 

change brigade doing about this? Absolutely nothing, because the same clowns are invested in it, 

is why. But given we are told that coal is so dangerous and not Green, why is this report 

overlooked? Global coal demand is on track to hit an all-time high in 2022, according to a 

new report from the International Energy Agency. According to the report, worldwide coal 

consumption is forecast to rise 1.2% in 2022, surpassing 8 billion tons in a single year for the first 

time ever and eclipsing the previous record set in 2013. The rise in coal consumption is a setback 

to global efforts to transition to renewable energy sources, including the ambitious goal set by the 

Biden administration to slash carbon emissions to 50% of 2005 levels by 2030. The rise in coal 

use is due in large part to a surge in natural gas prices caused by Russia's war in Ukraine, which 

has forced countries to increase their reliance on coal for power generation. Countries, especially 

in Europe, have struggled to replace Russian fossil fuels, exacerbated by lower hydro and nuclear 

power generation across the continent. Based on the report and latest market trends, the report 

forecasts that coal consumption will remain flat at the 2022 levels through 2025, given the robust 

and likely continued demand from emerging Asian economies. Keisuke Sadamori, the IEA's 

director of energy markets and security, said in a statement: Coal demand is stubborn and will 

likely reach an all-time high this year, pushing up global emissions. The world is close to a peak 

in fossil fuel use, with coal set to be the first to decline, but we are not there yet. Fossil fuel peak 

(M) turn it in jackass, you have been saying that for 40 years, like a certain tribe who walked like 

an Egyptian around the desert sands, get your heads out of the sand and smell reality as the Dunkirk 

landing awaits you. This means coal will continue to be the global energy system's largest single 
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source of carbon dioxide emissions by far. The IEA said in October that fossil fuel consumption 

is slated to peak or plateau by the end of the decade amid a shift to renewable energy accelerated 

largely by Russia's war in Ukraine. Like I have said, these jackasses could not organize a piss up 

in a brewery, delusional shekel based policy makers. What we need is, more policy breakers, and 

that is us. Because that would really stoke the coal fire, and leave them as burning embers. 

 

Just when you thought things in their world could not get anymore stupid, they excel themselves. 

A UK male who raped two females in 2016 and 2019, then decided he was a she and is undergoing 

hormone treatment. Now convicted of the two rapes, the he/she is being detained in a women’s 

prison. You cannot make this level of stupidity up, woke ideologies everywhere. The definition of 

woke is; no brain cells, no cognition, no common sense essentially a retard. This man operates in 

the name of Satan’s portion and the woke’s facilitated it. A tip for people to learn is; never engage 

a woke, your energy is wasted upon them, as they dance through life as an empty vessel. 

 

Certain alt media bandwagons are pumping up the hopium again, ignore it. The it’s all coming 

narrative again is based upon premature ejaculation, devoid of substance. Extraordinary events 

have unfolded this past month, and they are putting a spin on it for sensationalism and clickbait. 

They have no real clue as to what is unfolding, although they were given a poignant message and 

warning this past week. I’m hearing the Rothschild’s and Rockefellers are struggling, I wonder 

why he ponders. Politicians quitting, mass job lay off at clown-based companies, clowns not 

turning up to their own WEF meeting. The US debt ceiling bill eventually did not get signed and 

the US is now bankrupt. Except it has been bankrupt since 1871 and possibly further back. But the 

shekel cheats cashed in too many times and now reality starts to bite, as the $4.54T that was 

leveraged courtesy of the Trustee near three years ago is now almost or is done. One rumor 

circulating is to zero out the value of the dollar, for all bills prior to 2021, which is when BlackRock 

Sun took over the Fed. Despite being told repeatedly it was finished and could no longer print 

money. What that means if they try to do that is, all dollars prior to 2021 would be void, and have 

no value at all. The date given is January 31st, watch for the crypto launch from the Fed. I 

personally think that is beyond even those psychopaths, but their greed and desire to stay in control 

never wains, in most cases. Given there were other high profile potential events this past week, 

one suspects it will tip some over the edge, watch for the Military in particular. Because they have 

not received their budget, and at this point it is hard to see where it is coming from, it won’t be the 

Trust. Perhaps it is time for them to come and speak to us, we have a plan that benefits all. The 

drum roll for the blueprint is starting to occur, our members will have to step up and be ready when 

that unfolds. The beginning of the end - the end is the new beginning - "time" is up - stage 2 

initiated - the final process - the launch follows. 
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MEDICAL: This is an interesting concept in many ways and also indicative, whilst having the 

overtones of Count Dracula, or was it count draco-la? The concern with this is, shekel making and 

datamining based on the sampling. But yes it can also be something that is useful and beneficial, 

as people now have to consider these things following the jabbing exercise. Unvaccinated patients 

who require transfusions can now access pure blood thanks to a new service called; SafeBlood 

Donation, which was launched by a Swiss naturopath named George Della Pietra. SafeBlood 

Donation, which currently has members in at least 16 countries, has the long-term goal of opening 

blood banks that provide its members with unvaccinated plasma, VICE reported. According to 

George Della Pietra, the demand for pure blood has skyrocketed globally. A peer-reviewed study 

in Italy found that 94% of people who experienced side effects after receiving mRNA vaccines, 

had abnormal blood and contained foreign matter one month after vaccination. The surgeons 

believed that the vaccine makers should provide an explanation as to what is within the shots and 

why those components are present. In our experience as clinicians, these mRNA injections are 

very unlike traditional vaccines, and their manufacturers need, in our opinions, to come clean about 

what is in the injections and why it is there,” they said. Good luck with that, it was a deliberate 

plot, they are hardly going to admit it are they? But why are they asking now after the horse bolted? 

Governments have to take the blame for allowing them immunity and also zero testing prior to the 

release. Plus the fact they never even isolated the virus. For this exact reason, a lot of people refuse 

blood transfusion if the donor had received a Covid vaccination. I get hundreds of emails asking 

me, do you have blood available, because I have surgery coming up in three weeks, Pietra said. 

We want to be a platform for people who want to have the free choice of blood donors. Whether 

they think there is a real conspiracy theory going on, that the New World Order is happening, or 

if they simply say I just don’t want it for whatever reason. In his own studies of vaccinated blood, 

Della Pietra claimed to have found terrible contamination in the Covid vaccine. I’ve never seen 

blood like this. This was, to be honest, the main reason I started the whole thing, because when I 

saw this, I was so horrified, he said. The whole vaccination thing is from my point of view, mainly 

to do with controlling people, he added. Right now, SafeBlood Donation has members in at least 

16 countries where the goal is to establish blood banks that provide unvaccinated plasma for their 

members. The plan is also to pressure more hospitals and health authorities into allowing directed 

donations of specifically unvaccinated blood at traditional blood donation centers. Medical 

authorities only allow directed donations in specific situations where it is medically necessary, 

such as to source a rare blood type, but refuse growing requests for unvaccinated blood on ethical 

and medical grounds, one media outlet reported. Refusing clean blood on ethical and medical 

grounds? Surely you jest? What this confirms is, they are not interested in your health, only 

programs and agendas. The reason why SafeBlood Donation is running into some difficulties with 

this is because the official sources, including the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), all 

insist that there is no difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated blood. Well they are experts, 

so we will ignore them for a start. The expectation is that the current system will not comply with 
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what SafeBlood Donation and its members are trying to do, so the inevitable outcome of this will 

be the creation of an entirely new blood donation infrastructure where only clean blood is allowed. 

A doctor from Canada shared on her Twitter followers, that she was surprised when one of her 

patients declined to receive a blood transfusion if the donor had been vaccinated against Covid-

19. So- this was a first for me, a patient declined blood transfusion if the donor had received a 

covid vaccination, she wrote. Another doctor replied and expressed the same sentiment, sadly, 

we’ve had a couple of patients here with the same beliefs. In September, a mother told TGP that 

her one-month-old baby died from a blood clot caused by receiving Covid-vaccinated blood during 

a blood transfusion. He died after getting a blood transfusion of vaccinated blood, Hertzler 

claimed. He got a blood clot instantly after receiving his transfusion, a blood clot that no blood 

thinner could resolve. Hertzler claimed that her son was given the blood by the doctor at Sacred 

Heart in Spokane, Washington, without her or her husband’s permission. The doctor gave him a 

blood transfusion because his hemoglobin levels were a little low. We had not given permission 

for this and the doctor knew we did not want vaccinated blood because we were worried about 

blood clots. The next day after the transfusion, they discovered a blood clot, Hertzler said. 

According to American Red Cross, they don’t label blood products as containing vaccinated or 

unvaccinated blood as the Covid-19 vaccine does not enter the bloodstream and poses no safety 

risks to the recipient. While the antibodies that are produced by the stimulated immune system in 

response to vaccination are found throughout the bloodstream, the actual vaccine components are 

not, said Jessa Merrill, the Red Cross director of biomedical communications. We will ignore the 

Red Cross also given their history of atrocities against the people. One hopes this is not a shekel 

making exercise, and people excerpt enough pressure into accepting patients choice. The billion 

dollar indemnity form we created a few years back can be adopted for this, sign this billion dollar 

pledge guaranteeing the use of vaccinated blood, and let’s see how they react to that. They sign it, 

they are personally liable, they don’t, they know the products are not safe. If it is the latter, should 

we really trust them or their judgement going forward? Another aspect to this now and the future 

is, how safe is contact with jabbed people given the issues of shedding? Will we see dating sites 

for none jabbed people, because sexual contact may also be an issue with exchanging bodily fluids. 

Maybe our website builders can create a TPC non covid dating site with a small fee to enter, all 

proceeds going to the TPC? 

 

SOCIETY NEWS: Yet more senseless violence, and yes it covers the same groups mentioned in 

Saturday’s show, and yes pointing that out leaves you open to being called a racist. But I am 

truthist, who calls out all bad behavior regardless of which label it comes under. A Baltimore teen 

has been charged with murdering his 8-year-old brother with a shotgun he obtained by trading in 

a puppy, court documents stated. Devin Wilson, 18, was arrested Tuesday on an arrest warrant 

charging him with first and second-degree murder, assault and weapons counts in connection with 

the Dec. 30 killing of Dylan King. Wilson was babysitting his four younger siblings, ranging in 
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age from 2 to 8 years old, when he called his mother asking her to come home because Dylan had 

been shot, according to the charging documents. When Wilson’s stepfather returned home, the 

teen allegedly claimed Dylan had accidentally shot himself in the head. Two shows running now, 

siblings killing each other and where are the communities calling this behavior out? And more 

importantly addressing it and coming up with solutions? 

 

As 18 people are gunned down in California in two separate incidents in the past week, no doubt 

raising the anti-gun brigade. Both gunmen where Asian, which the media will overlook in case the 

border immigration issue comes up again. Meanwhile people are dying due to the borders and 

security being more important in Ukraine, than America. 

 

This highlights the real problems on this planet, greedy harvesting-based people scooping up 

everything. The amounts collected are beyond obscene and yet again it shows those who were 

involved in the Covid shekel making scam, increased the wealth whilst the people suffered on 

multiple levels. India's top 1% owned more than 40.5% of its total wealth in 2021, according to a 

new report by Oxfam. In 2022, the number of billionaires in the country increased to 166 from 102 

in 2020, the report said. Meanwhile, it added that the poor in India are unable to afford even basic 

necessities to survive. The charity called on India's finance minister to levy a wealth tax on the 

ultra-rich to tackle this obscene inequality. The report, Survival of The Richest was released as the 

World Economic Forum began in Davos, Switzerland. The report highlighted the large disparity 

in wealth distribution in India, saying that more than 40% of the wealth created in the country from 

2012 to 2021 had gone to just 1% of the population, while only 3% had trickled down to the bottom 

50%. In 2022, the wealth of India's richest man Gautam Adani increased by 46%, while the 

combined wealth of India's 100 richest had touched $660bn. In 2022, Mr. Adani was ranked the 

second richest person in the world on the Bloomberg's wealth index. He also topped the list of 

people whose wealth witnessed the maximum rise globally during the year. Meanwhile, the 

country's poor and middle class were taxed more than the rich, Oxfam said. Approximately 64% 

of the total goods and services tax in the country came from the bottom 50% of the population, 

while only 4% came from the top 10%, the report said. India is unfortunately on a fast track to 

becoming a country only for the rich, Oxfam India CEO Amitabh Behar said. The country's 

marginalized the Dalits, Adivasis, Muslims, women and informal sector workers, are continuing 

to suffer in a system which ensures the survival of the richest. The rich, currently, benefited from 

reduced corporate taxes, tax exemptions and other incentives, the report added. For every 

millionaire there are tens of thousands without, for every billionaire there are tens of millions going 

without. Think of it in terms of a pie in a family of eight, you could share it out and give everyone 

one piece of the pie, but these greed-based psychopaths eat the whole pie and leave us the crumbs 

and broken off crust. What is more, they only wish to collect more of the pie, so more pies get 

created and they devour all of them as well, which is why most of them are fat bastards. Gorging 
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the life force energy and sustainability of life of millions, with zero compassion or empathy. Given 

this country is India and the home of the Kali Ma, it is hardly surprising they act like their bastard 

offspring known today as the Jews, except they’re not Jews. 

 

In the height of sheer irony, the BBC did this report on a football coach making jokes of a racial 

tone. That was clearly out of date by 50 years, 50 years ago those jokes were common and people 

laughed, but now people have been told to be offended by everything. Either way he should not 

have said the things he did. Ex-Crawley Town manager John Yems used offensive, racist and 

Islamophobic language and joked that a Muslim player was a terrorist, according to a Football 

Association report. The irony is, it was the BBC, Sky, CNN and all other American Mockingbird 

news channels, who declared that Muslims are all terrorists from 1990 onwards. Memories of a 

goldfish it seems, as it is they who dictate people’s opinions, yet where is the charges and outrage 

against them? 

 

There is a crisis going on in America, starting with the educational system. Students no longer 

have respect for their teachers, or other authority figures. However, none of this absolves the 

teacher from his actions. Ultimately, the teacher stepped out of his role, as a leader, and reduced 

himself to level of the student. As a result, the man is likely to lose his job. However, he was 

provoked by the student, who repeatedly called him the nigger, among other profane insults. 

Students have gone from standing up to their teachers, to arguing with them, to cursing at them, to 

now abusing them. In September 2022, there was a situation where a student physically attacked 

a teacher because she took his cell phone. Not only did the student assault the teacher, she ducked 

for cover as he harmed her and took his phone back. After that, there was a teacher who kicked a 

student out, closing his hand in the door. As a result, the student struck the teacher and she cried 

on the ground afterward. In the case of this teacher, he wasn’t going out like that. When he saw 

his student becoming unruly, he warned him. Meanwhile, the student repeatedly called the teacher 

nigger, along with cursing at him. As a result, the teacher stepped out of character, leading to a 

confrontation. After that, the student and teacher began striking each other. In the end, the teacher 

got the upper hand, and school enforcement stepped in to break it up. The report said using the n 

word, do people not get how ridiculous that is? Why not say the proper word used? Are we that 

sensitive like children we can’t even hear a word spoken or face the word written now? Ridiculous 

behavior. The point is, the student was Hispanic and the teacher was black, or this story would 

have taken a whole different tone, with cries of Nazi, White supremacy and privilege inserted into 

the narrative. Like I have said, all colors are racist or geneticist I like to call it, but the non-white 

racism is all hidden away in the closet. But that is the effect again, and again the cause is not 

brought forward or even addressed, and so the problem continues. The amount of hatred and or 

dislike between the black and Hispanic communities came as a shock to me, upon arriving in this 

country, and yet it is barely mentioned. On a side note although I will never condone violence or 
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racist behavior, what we are witnessing is; the youth will not tolerate so called authorities like their 

parents and grandparents did. And that to me is a positive thing, as long as it is balanced. 

 

Ron Jeremy has been declared mentally incompetent to stand trial on dozens of sexual assault 

charges after a judge was told he has incurable neurocognitive decline. This echoes the trial of 

Weisselberg last week, a complete farce. Ron Jeremy is/was an integral part of the Jewish ran 

pornography junta. He faces 30 counts of rape and sexual assault, with all those girls in that 

industry only too willing it seems to open their legs, why would he have to rape that many women? 

Far be it from me to slam his profession, as pornography is only the effect, yet again the cause is 

left trailing in its wake. The causes? 1. A society who doesn’t share resources, forcing people into 

that profession. 2. There is a need for it due to 3. A lack of sexual exploration between two partners 

4. A lack of sexual needs within marriages 5. To explore one’s own sexuality without risking 

having an affair, cheating on your partner 6. People, particularly women seeking fame at all costs 

7. The obscene desire to have lots of money 8. The pursuit of external gratification 9. Some can 

make more money doing that than a general job, just like selling drugs. That is what are the main 

dynamics that drives that profession, and yet there is another example of defending your own labels 

within that profession. The very fact that the majority within pornography are women, overlooks 

the fact it is they who are driving the argument by the anti-pornography people, that it is 

denigrating women. But if pornography denigrates women, why do so many women participate in 

it? Yet, where is the outcry against those who participate? Because pornography is the effect, the 

cause by sheer numbers and issues surrounding it, are the women participating. I know some will 

react to that, you have done because it is the truth. But focusing on the effects has not brought any 

solutions has it? Our blueprint does, but a focus on why women denigrate other women by doing 

that, has to be addressed to bring lasting solutions. Maybe I forgot to mention but, Ron Jeremy is 

born in New York and born to Jewish parents. 

 

A TikToker named Dr. Chandler Puritty who claims to be an intersectional climate scientist used 

a metaphor from the book Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, which includes a three-headed 

dog guarding a trap door. I am a climate scientist, and I'm here to explain to you why we are 

definitely going to get this thing under control and why a lot of the narratives that we see 

predominantly from white men and professionals are so doom and gloom, the TikToker said. She 

proceeded to state that the three-headed dog Fluffy from the Harry Potter series represents 

capitalism, colonialism, and white supremacy, all three of which she argued are barriers to solving 

the climate change issue. No, it involves another trinity; Hebrew Anunnaki, Jewish El-ites and off 

world fake gods. They created all three of their categories for the hostile takeover of this planet 

and the elimination of the white race, using the color races for their own benefits. Dr. Puritty is an 

Israel Cohen disciple whether her narrow minded brain allows that thought process or not. A 

climate scientist who cannot detect the climate over her own mind, using her terms; her brain is 
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foggy due to a heating up of the few brain cells, some home truths would pass through her like a 

tornado, as the winds of common sense goes through one ear to the next, due to empty space within 

her brain. As the sun blazes out the truth, the cool winds of change does not apply to her. 

 

EXPOSE: Here is more evidence of the WW2 skullduggery, and yet as our series FHSTOS has 

shown, it was going on long before that. Part 7 revealed the role of the OSS and their proxy 

American agents, but it also went into the links with the SS. Our dot connecting reveals they are 

all part of the same group. His story may tell you America won the war, yet how did all the SS, 

OSS, Nazi scientists all end up not only in prominent positions within America, but actually 

running it for the EL-ites. This is more background of the history of the BND, its founder Reinhard 

Gehlen and its loyal service to Washington. The United States still essentially occupies Germany, 

Japan, the Republic of Korea, and other countries. At the same time, it cynically calls them equal 

allies, what kind of cooperation is that? This question was posed by Russian President Vladimir 

Putin during his speech in the Kremlin on September 30, 2022, when agreements on the entry of 

the new regions into the Russian Federation were signed. Remember I said the easiest way to 

determine intel is? Reverse it. The United States is the first mistake as people think it is America, 

it’s not and never was. A more apt title is United Snakes, the serpent people and worshippers. So 

they not only occupy Germany, Japan and S. Korea, they operate those countries not as allies, but 

all lies. It beggars belief these so called top people cannot see that yet. The United Snakes, I bet 

that statement rang like a bell through everyone’s body, why? it makes more sense and given the 

constant references to the snakes or serpents that echoes through all of our shows, perhaps now 

people will “see” better. The Russian president did not go into further detail, but it's hard to argue 

against his words, the article said, but I just did. The evidence of which will become clearer. 

Western Europe's strongest country, Germany, increasingly acts against its national interests. 

Berlin coordinates its foreign policy course with Washington not only at regular NATO and G7 

summits, but also through more private channels. One of these is Germany's foreign intelligence 

service, officially called the German Federal Intelligence Service (BND). This department was 

created in the post-WWII years by former Nazis and SS officers as a private intelligence 

organization. Control over the service was entirely in the hands of the United States, and major 

intelligence operations were carried out in the US interest. US means us, just us. Numerous 

journalistic investigations allow us to conclude that the situation has not changed much to this day. 

RT recalls the history of German intelligence as one of the most loyal tools in the hands of the 

United States. During my time with the Trust my delving into the 5 eyes groups with covers the 

intelligence community, was not actually 5 eyes, it was actually nine. 5 eyes to 9 eyes, three of the 

extra are the BND, KGB and Mossad, with the other one possibly being the P2 Lodge. 9 eyes or 9 

lives? Which is the realm of the serpent cat again. Gehlen was the Officer, the spy and Nazi: The 

history of German intelligence is inextricably linked with its founder Reinhard Gehlen. He was 

born on April 3, 1902, in Erfurt, Prussia, part of the German Empire, in the family of retired 
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Oberleutnant Walter Gehlen. The family came from the Flemish aristocracy, where men 

traditionally served in the army. Flemish aristocracy is from the Charlemagne region we have 

mentioned previously, their symbol is a black eagle. Young Gehlen had every chance to break with 

family tradition after the First World War, under the terms of the Treaty of Versailles, Germany 

was restricted from having military educational institutions. Everything changed when Adolf 

Hitler came to power. Under his rule, Germany renewed its course toward militarization. This is 

not exactly true in my understanding, the Treaty of Versaille banned Germany from having a 

military. But, the SS were building a private military using stolen Russian gold and they were 

building it on so called enemy soil, Russia. Hitler found out and assassinated many of the SS in 

1933, the short series called Babylon Berlin reveals some of that. Hitler decided to build up his 

people with fitness regimes, which would make sense if he was aware that Germany was going to 

be eliminated again, would it not? Let’s recap that, a defunct military not serving their country, 

Jewish Bankers raping their country, intelligence agents subverting their country and white people 

being denigrated called Nazis and White Supremacists. Did I just call out Germany? Or is that 

modern day America? Oops! One of the first steps was the restoration of military educational 

institutions, including the General Staff College. The future head of the BND was one of its first 

graduates. In 1936, Gehlen was appointed an officer of the operational department of the German 

army's South group, under the leadership of one of the top WWII generals, Erich von Manstein. 

This served as a springboard for his further military career. During the Second World War, 

Reinhard rose to the rank of Lieutenant General and became chief of military intelligence of the 

Supreme Command of the German Army's Abteilung Fremde Heere Ost (FHO). In the war years, 

this structure collected large amounts of data on the technical, military, strategic and political 

intelligence of the Soviet Union. Remember at this point the Soviet Union was no longer in control 

by Russians, it was the Jewish Bolsheviks, something people overlook. In fact, Gehlen owed his 

brilliant military career entirely to Hitler's Nazis, except Hitler was not a National Zionist. In 1944, 

however, he was already aware of the regime's dwindling prospects. As an ardent anti-communist, 

he decided to join one of the Western allies willing to pay good money for his services. Except he 

wasn’t anti-communist at all in our story, he was a full on Communist, a double agent in their 

story. Because Communism is Zionism. The head of intelligence gave orders for numerous 

intelligence documents to be copied and hidden in waterproof barrels. These were then buried in 

various locations in the Austrian Alps. It didn't take long to find a buyer. There was no buyer, this 

was part of the plan, and this was setting the stage for the second Operation Paperclip. In July 

1943, the military department of the US Department of Defense formed the Department of Special 

Projects. This organization began developing a secret program for retraining German prisoners of 

war. The US DOD were training Germans during the fake war, let that sink in, with our money! If 

it was secret, it means it was underhanded and a program. Not a program for our benefit, nothing 

the US DOD has been for our benefit, let that sink in as well. On April 5, 1945, a month before 

the surrender of Germany, the Lieutenant General along with his helpers, Gerhard Wessel and 
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Hermann Bown, surrendered to the Americans, taking along Soviet-related intelligence collected 

during the war and the best pro-American personnel. Shortly before that, the Chief of Staff of the 

US Army, George Catlett Marshall Jr., agreed to study the archives of the Wehrmacht military 

formations on the Eastern front. Also, in April 1945, an agreement was concluded between the 

intelligence services of Great Britain and the United States to study the experience of conducting 

military operations against the USSR. This where it can get confusing, why would the Zionists 

attack a Zionist led country people would ask? A: the confusion of war creates fear B: the illusion 

of war creates fear, panic and upheaval C: under the banner of war it allows for looting of the said 

countries D: it is all against the white race and E: it is a Hebrew based faction war. Now do you 

see? You have to understand this is not country against country, but race against race in terms of 

people and control. Once you understand that, everything becomes clearer. Gehlen, with his data 

and experience, had great timing. Upon arrival in the United States, he was given the pseudonym 

Hans Holbein and issued a service certificate to conceal the fact that the US army was cooperating 

with SS members. More evidence of the complicity of the immigration department. Hans Holbein 

was a famous German painter from the 15th century, albeit a very Jewish sounding name, he 

painted for the royals and EL-ites, known as Hans Holbein the elder. As a result of Gehlen's 

agreement with the American government, starting in mid-September 1945, prisoners of war in a 

camp with the postal address P.O Box 1142, Fort Hunt, Virginia, USA began research work under 

his guidance. The project was code-named "B" (Bolero). Bolero is known for a music piece, that 

was commissioned by a Russian Jew called Ida Rubenstein, Rubenstein were one of the wealthiest 

nobility families in Russia in the 1800’s. The Nazi theme club: According to information obtained 

from CIA archives, about 200 officers took part in the scheme from October 1945 to April 1946. 

Oh my, the hidden hand of America chimes in again, the CIA. The result of their work was a 

document numbering 3,657 pages, prepared for the governments of the United Kingdom, the US, 

and Canada, in other words part of the 5 eyes. In July 1946, Gehlen's Bolero group was merged 

with another intelligence unit composed of former Nazis. This was Keystone, a service monitoring 

radio transmission on USSR-controlled European territory. So, the Keystone was the pipeline? A 

little oil-based joke there. But what if those pipelines carried transmitters or listening devices? It 

was headed by Herman Baun and located in Oberursel, Germany. Baun was another Jew and born 

in Odessa Ukraine, oh the web they weave. Perhaps you understand more the current war of Russia 

and Ukraine and apply what I said earlier. The joint operation of these two groups was code-named 

Rusty, and their main task was to collect intelligence about the state of the USSR's armed forces on 

European territories under its control. A few months later, Gehlen and the US government agreed 

to create a full-fledged spy agency called The Gehlen Organization. He himself headed the 

organization, remaining its permanent leader until its abolition. Some of the first people Gehlen 

recruited were SS and Gestapo officers who were issued false names and forged documents. The 

CIA's declassified archives have a dossier on one of the staff members, Heina Paul Johannes, who 

served in SS units and joined the organization under the name Karl Schuetz. Among the first to 
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join were SS-Obersturmfuhrers Frans Goring and Hans Sommer, and SS-Sturmfuhrer Herbert 

Stein. Gehlen also took in Lieutenant General Friedrich Wilhelm von Mellenthin, former 

commander of the 4th Panzer Army; Major General Nichtke, who commanded divisions in Poland 

and Russia; Major General Rudolf Kleinkamp, who headed the personnel service of the 

Wehrmacht High Command; Lieutenant Colonel Heinz Gudernan; Colonel von Kretschmer, 

former military attaché in Tokyo; and other Wehrmacht soldiers. The leading positions at the head 

of the groups were occupied by former SS officers whom Gehlen knew personally. Colonel Heinz 

Heer became the chief analyst; Colonel Ulrich Noack headed the research group on the USSR 

economy; Captain Blossfeldt led the interrogations. The agents providing information to the 

organization consisted entirely of pro-Hitler citizens who participated in active hostilities during 

World War II on the side of Nazi Germany. Again this is where it gets confusing, there is no 

evidence Hitler was in the SS, he was a patsy, the public front, just like the royals, the real royals 

are hidden. Hitler was brown eagle not black eagle and so from that he couldn’t be a part of the 

SS, who were all black eagle. Remember Finkelstein saying Hitler was a naughty boy for not going 

along with their plans? New activities of the former Nazis: Official registration data for The 

Gehlen Organization is missing for obvious reasons. Yes, it is called the National Security Act or 

the Hillary Clinton email Act. We only know that it operated under different names: from 1949 to 

1950 under the code name Offspring, from 1950 to 1951 as Odeum, and from 1951 to 1956 as 

Zipper. The main activity of the organization was to obtain intelligence in the countries of Eastern 

Europe and the USSR. On April 1, 1946, the new organization's trial operations began and 

subsequently received a positive assessment from US representatives. However, The Gehlen 

Organization's first major operation was launched in 1947 and code-named Aktion Hermes. Its 

goal was to systematically interrogate hundreds of thousands of former German prisoners of 

war, who were beginning to return from Soviet camps, where they were forced to participate in 

rebuilding the country. The organization's agents held permanent positions in the repatriation 

camps of Western zones, and then in Germany. Almost every repatriate, both soldier and civilian, 

were contacted by agents who asked him about where they were held and the factories where they 

worked. The agents were primarily interested in spies from the other side. The main topics were 

the Soviet industry, armaments, telecommunications, and the population's attitude toward the 

government. When Gehlen's agents discovered a marked increase in the production of tanks and 

military aircraft in the Soviet Union after 1945, the news troubled the US military, which received 

all the reports. In May 1949, British intelligence also led Operation Jungle, more like welcome to 

the jungle we’ve got fun and games. The purpose of which was to prepare and dispatch sabotage 

detachments, operating under the guise of national liberation movements into the Baltic republics 

and socialist Poland. In the late 1940s, MI6 set up a special center in Chelsea, London, to train 

agents to be sent to the Baltic States. The operation was led by Henry Carr, director of the North 

European Department of MI6, and the head of the Baltic Branch, Alexander McKibbin. The 

Gehlen Organization was tasked with selecting agents for the operation from among former Nazis. 
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You do realize that is the start of the NATO creep, that appeared to come from the West to the 

Baltic states, but was actually being ran by the Bolshevik Jews from within Russia. Agents were 

transported to the Baltic States by sea under the cover of fictitious maritime transport company 

British Baltic Fishery Protection Service, which operated on a wartime high-speed military boat. 

From the tea company to the fisheries company. Officially, the company was engaged in protecting 

West German fishermen from Soviet arbitrariness at sea. The boats were modified with weights 

reduced to increase speed. To hide the British government's involvement in case the boat was 

seized by the Soviet Navy, the Gehlen Organization provided it with a German crew. However, 

the USSR's Ministry of State Security (MGB) was notified of the operation through its agents in 

Britain, and almost all of the 42 "Jungle" agents were arrested. In his memoirs, Gehlen wrote, until 

1956, we did not have the opportunity to cover employees with state insurance, since formally, the 

employer did not exist. At the initial stage of The Gehlen Organization, Washington used it as a 

cell of its own army. It was the US army that took on the task of equipping the group of Nazi 

intelligence officers with technical tools, ranging from typewriters to the necessary radio 

equipment. The newly created institution was funded exclusively from the US budget, and the 

number of funds allocated, according to reports from various sources, ranged from $1.5 million to 

$3.4 million per year for 50 employees. Additionally, the US Army supplied the organization with 

cash as well as consumer goods from its warehouses, which were exchanged on the black market 

for money, as barter goods, or used as payment. In September 1946, the company received 160,000 

cigarettes, 43,300 liters of gasoline, and approximately $50,000 from the US Army. In the period 

from July to October 1948, 82,153 chocolate bars, 67,150 packs of cigarettes, 4,500 razor blades 

and 1,815 pairs of wool socks intended for The Gehlen Organization were produced. All coming 

out of the American taxpayer’s pockets, to fund the enemy, and all done by their own people! 

American patriots my ass. American journalist Mary Ellen Rees, in her book General Reinhard 

Gehlen: The CIA Connection, wrote: Gehlen's quickly expanding organization was constantly in 

need of money. What the US army provided was not enough, and the black market became its 

main source of income, just like a certain other intelligence agency here. The system was equally 

effective and shameless. The army provided the organization with money for supplies, which the 

organization's special teams sold on the black market. Following the deals, the Criminal Affairs 

Division of the US Army confiscated the goods on the grounds that they had illegally entered the 

black market, and again took them into its property, which then again ended up on the black 

market. Everyone getting a slice of the pie, bar the people who pay for it. After the currency reform 

in June 1948, when the new German mark was introduced, this profitable cycle became a question 

of survival. According to Gehlen, its purchasing power then decreased by 70 percent. In 1949, The 

Gehlen Organization became subordinate to the CIA and remained under its control until Germany 

established its own government, for which the organization proceeded to work. Among the 

documents found in CIA archives was the organization's payroll. At the time, the salary of each 

employee ranged from 500 to 900 US dollars. From the early 1950s, the German economy financed 
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the institution through an agency code-named the Industrial Research Institute. In 1951, the 

organization received 600,000 Deutsche marks from partner companies Standart Elektrik AG, 

Rodenstock and Messerschmitt. From 1954, monthly funding was provided by Bonn in the amount 

of 30,000 Deutsche marks. The money also came from the Federal Chancellor's fund, the word 

means slush fund or unvouched for funds, I think it means so much else, what was it called? 

Reptilienfonds. The funds of the reptilians? Oh my, the implications. The birth of the German 

intelligence service: In June 1950, Gehlen expressed his views in favor of creating a West German 

foreign intelligence service to Hans Globke, the Secretary of State in the office of the Federal 

Chancellor, and in September of the same year, he spoke to the Federal Chancellor Konrad 

Adenauer himself. His views eventually found support due to the changing situation in 

international politics. In June 1950, the Korean War began, which made it clear that the Cold War 

could turn into real combat at any moment. In divided Germany, two opposing social systems - 

communism and capitalism - stood literally opposite each other. The cold war was fake it allowed 

clowns to launder money into anti people programs. Communism and capitalism are one and the 

same, created by the Zionists. The new war in Asia emphasized the vital need to collect information 

about the enemy and determined the course of intelligence priorities. The conjuncture was on the 

side of military espionage, primarily against troops in Eastern Germany short-range intelligence, 

as well as in Poland, Czechoslovakia and other Eastern Bloc countries, including Yugoslavia and 

Albania deep intelligence and in the Soviet Union itself long-range intelligence. During my time 

with the Trustee, Albania became a focus of attention, as there is/was a trust fund in Albania used 

solely for political assassinations. Intensive efforts to include The Gehlen Organization in the 

structure of the Federal Government and thus ensure its budgetary financing were crowned with 

success five years later, when on July 11, 1955, the Cabinet of Ministers finally decided to take 

control of the organization and subordinate it to the Office of the Federal Chancellor. Less than a 

year later, on April 1, 1956, The Gehlen Organization was finally transformed into the BND, but 

its structure had not changed in any way. Gehlen himself remained the permanent head of 

intelligence for another 12 years. There are no official figures or scientifically based independent 

data on how the number of BND employees changed since 1956. According to opinion generally 

accepted in the GDR, the number of employees doubled from 1,245 people in 1956 to 2,500 in 

1963, then doubled again to five thousand in 1968, and in 1977 the BND employed 6,500 officials, 

employees, workers and officers sent from the Bundeswehr. Can you imagine all the costs for that? 

And what is its purpose in serving the people who pay for it? Nothing. Old habits under a new 

status: Although the BND formally became the sovereign intelligence service of a formally 

sovereign state, it continued to carry out tasks in the interests of the US government. Nothing to 

do with the US Government, just the 5 eyes alliance which is now 9 eyes. This is confirmed by 

an investigation of The Washington Post and the German channel ZDF. The investigation 

references the documents of the CIA and the BND and states that for half a century from the 1950s 

onwards, the CIA in conjunction with the BND read the secret correspondence of the governments 
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of 120 countries, receiving multimillion-dollar financial profits out of it. This was carried out 

through the Swiss firm Crypto AG, which produces encryption equipment. Swiss Crypto AG is 

likely a front for the CIA, as the CIA main headquarters is in Switzerland, not America. There is 

much to suggest that the German intelligence agency continues to carry out its activities in the 

interests of the United States to this day. For example, in 2015, the German newspaper Bild am 

Sonntag, referencing an electronic statement of the BND, reported that, by order of the US 

National Security Agency (NSA), the German intelligence organization collected information 

about Austria, using keywords such as bundesamt (federal agency), gov (government), diplo 

(diplomatic institutions, Foreign Ministry). The publication had previously reported that the BND 

helped the National Security Agency to carry out espionage against members of the French 

government and the European Commission. The NSA is a subsidiary of GCHQ UK, and 

interlinked with the CIA, whilst the Department of Homeland Security is the lesser, it should be 

noted that is the copy of the German organization of the same name, all in your face. The 

intelligence service of any country is a sign of its sovereignty and a tool for solving state tasks 

subordinated to national interests. Proceeding from the above, as well as from the history of such 

a strategically important agency as the BND, it may be reasonable to conclude that Germany is not 

fully sovereign at the moment. Recognize what is in your sight, and that which is hidden from you, 

will become plain to you, for there is nothing hidden which will not become manifest. That last 

line is from the book not included in the bible, The Gospel of Thomas. What do you see and what 

do you not see, becomes clearer now doesn’t it? The Nazis and His story with your eye sight will 

tell you these people are white, that is the illusion and the confusion the eye sight reveals. Yes, 

they are white people but they are not the white race as you know it. In the words of the Avatar 

movie; they were brought back in the form of the enemy. 

 

MYSTERY NEWS: This piece highlights the stupidity of man to follow these cults, mired in 

egotism, control, power and serious anger management issues. Yet too few ask why these beings 

who are supposed to be highly developed, would exhibit such traits. This piece says it all and will 

likely lead me to getting a punch in the near future, such is life. I guess I am about to ruin something 

else haha! Zephaniah Hebrew: צְפַנְיָה, Modern: Ṣəfanya, Tiberian: Ṣep̄anyā, all of which means; 

concealed of or is YHWH. It is the name of several people in the Hebrew 

Bible and Jewish Tanakh, the most prominent one being the prophet who prophesied in the days 

of Josiah, king of Judah (640–609 BCE) and is attributed a book bearing his name among 

the Twelve Minor Prophets. Prophets has two meaning, pre-determined plans and shekel making 

profits. His name is commonly transliterated Sophonias in Bibles translated from 

the Vulgate or Septuagint. The Septuagint we covered in last week’s show. The name means Yah 

has concealed, he whom Yah has hidden or Yah lies in wait. This is called; Judgment on the Whole 

Earth in the Day of the Lord. Is there evidence of faction fighting between the two Jewish-based 

factions going on back then? 1. The word of the Lord that came to Zephaniah son of Cushi, the 
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son of Gedaliah, the son of Amariah, the son of Hezekiah, during the reign of Josiah son of 

Amon king of Judah: 2. I will sweep away everything from the face of the earth, declares the LORD. 

Which has gone from Lord to LORD, which are two different entities in their secret language code. 

3. I will sweep away both man and beast; I will sweep away the birds in the sky and the fish in the 

sea, and the idols that cause the wicked to stumble. When I destroy all mankind on the face of the 

earth, declares the LORD, Yet people still worship and honor this Lord? Remember the stupid 

people piece last week? Does this get anymore stupid? 4. I will stretch out my hand against Judah 

and against all who live in Jerusalem. I will destroy every remnant of Baal worship in this place, 

the very names of the idolatrous priests. Two sides of same coin again, power hungry to be the 

one. 5. Those who bow down on the roofs to worship the starry host, those who bow down and 

swear by the LORD and who also swear by Molek. 6. Those who turn back from 

following the LORD and neither seek the LORD nor inquire of him. Abandonment issues much? 

You see I told you they were no better than us, in fact they made us act like them. They are the AI 

copy for poor behavior, but we allowed it. 7. Be silent before the Sovereign LORD, for the day of 

the LORD is near. More fear-based rhetoric that is based on a contract, will or have you accepted 

it? How do we know it is a contract? The next line reveals it. The LORD has prepared a sacrifice; 

he has consecrated those he has invited. Consecration declared to be or represent the body and 

blood of Christ: You are the body and the blood of Christ, and the anti-christ just sacrificed you 

with your consent. He sent the con and you reciprocated it, by consenting, that then becomes self-

sacrificing. Do you still want your bread and wine ceremony? 8. On the day of the LORD’s 

sacrifice, I will punish the officials and the king’s sons and all those clad in foreign clothes. A 

fashion fascist as well as a sacrifice god. 9. On that day I will punish all who avoid stepping on the 

threshold, who fill the temple of their gods with violence and deceit. Follow me or I kill you, how 

nice of him. 10. On that day, declares the LORD, a cry will go up from the Fish Gate, wailing from 

the New Quarter and a loud crash from the hills. The loud crash from the hills means, a Jew has 

dropped his wallet. Interesting it is called the fish gate, Dogon related? Or where the angels angling 

again to apply their fish hooks? 11. Wail, you who live in the market district all your merchants 

will be wiped out, all who trade with silver will be destroyed. I guess by then they had cornered 

the metal markets and they had introduced their fake pieces of paper with no value on. 12. At that 

time, I will search Jerusalem with lamps and punish those who are complacent, who are like wine 

left on its dregs, who think, The LORD will do nothing, either good or bad. 13. Their wealth will 

be plundered, their houses demolished. Just like the Palestinian’s then, they have been plundering 

and demolishing a long time. Though they build houses, they will not live in them; though they 

plant vineyards, they will not drink the wine. Until the shekel makers have garnered all the interest 

out of them. 14. The great day of the LORD is near, near and coming quickly. Yeah right, the Lord 

is moving even slower than the Russian’s are coming narrative, and as slow as the Jesus is returning 

narrative. He is only coming quickly because he has premature ejaculation, and he is a banker with 

a silent w. The cry on the day of the LORD is bitter; the Mighty Warrior shouts his battle cry. 15. 
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That day will be a day of wrath, a day of distress and anguish, a day of trouble and ruin, a day of 

darkness and gloom, a day of clouds and blackness— That will be the day of wrath it said? That 

happened on May 4th 2020 lol May the fourth of wrath be against you, as she smiteth me, or so she 

thought. 16. A day of trumpet and battle cry against the fortified cities and against the corner 

towers. That won’t be the last reference to trumpets in the show either. 17. I will bring such 

distress on all people that they will grope about like those who are blind, because they have sinned 

against the LORD. Their blood will be poured out like dust and their entrails like dung. How very 

descriptive, such enlightenment based language that – not! 18. Neither their silver nor their gold 

will be able to save them on the day of the LORD’s wrath. In the fire of his jealousy the whole earth 

will be consumed, for he will make a sudden end of all who live on the earth. Bad Lord have you 

ever heard such desperation levels of drivel, riddled with self-entitlement, ego, retribution, Fascist 

Zionism and serious anger management issues. And this is the entity people worship? Are you 

seriously deluded? In what tiny corner of your mind would you think this entity is acceptable? It’s 

frightening really as to how easily, fooled people are, and yes, it is based upon fear. In the absence 

of love, fear reigns. 

 

Nesa meaning pure, chaste, holy, sacred, purifying. It was the name of a popular Christian saint, 

Saint Agnes of Rome, a fact which encouraged the wide use of the name. We revealed who the 

saints represented or misrepresented in the Cosmic genetics series. Draco based self-titled and 

entitled clowns again. The word nesa may not be familiar to people, but upon reading another 

version of hopium from a member surrounding the nesara, I took a closer look. Nesa pure, chaste, 

holy, sacred, purifying followed by Ra, does that have a new meaning now? For those new, I 

exposed NESARA back in 2013-14 time, it was a farmers program of compensation of the losses 

they had suffered due to the clowns raiding Russia of their grain and dumping free grain onto the 

markets. This cost several farmers their livelihoods, stock, businesses and homes, which continued 

long after that war. In 2018 I had the opportunity to see if NESARA actually exists in fund form, 

I also checked through the list for the ST. Germaine fund as well, and neither exist out of the 6500 

funds that was rolled into one. There is a semblance of a fund for the farmers that could be 

described as NESARA, but for farmers only. No elimination of all debts, no jubilee none of that. 

It beggars belief the shit people will follow year after year like a permanent loop cycle. Coming 

soon, the Blue Avians are going to save you again, because too many people who profess to be 

awake, they are not they are deluding themselves, fall for this shit over and over again. Here is a 

pondering; the clowns eliminate all the debt, bearing in mind most of the debt is theirs. What 

happens next? Party time people will say and rejoice the world over, and lets all spend again and 

be merry. The clowns have removed my materialistic spending sins and now I am free to spend 

some more. Within a few years all those in debt will be in the same or more debt than before the 

jubilee. Late 14c., from Old French jubilee, jubilee; anniversary; rejoicing. 14c., Modern 

French jubilé, from Late Latin iubilaeus the jubilee year, originally an adjective, of the jubilee, 
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from Greek iabelaios, from Hebrew yobhel jubilee, formerly a trumpet, ram's horn, literally ram. 

Ah the 7 trumpets again. The original jubilee was a year of emancipation of slaves and restoration 

of lands, to be celebrated every 50th year (Levit. xxv:9); it was proclaimed by the sounding of a 

ram's horn on the Day of Atonement. So, the “Jews” freed the slaves from their programs every 

50 years, and then returned them to a new contract and program of their making. Does anyone ask; 

why the Jews were involved in slavery? Because when the Messiah returns, they would have 2400 

slaves each. With that said: who owns and ran the slavery trade? The form of the word was altered 

in Latin by association with unrelated Latin iubilare to shout with joy, hence jubilant, and the 

confusion of senses has continued in the Romanic languages and English. The Latin altered the 

word and meaning, well I never. The general sense of season of rejoicing is first recorded mid-

15c. in English, however through early 20c. the word kept its specific association with 50th 

anniversaries. As a type of African-American folk song, it is attested from 1872. The Catholic 

Church sense of a period for remission of sin penalties in exchange for pilgrimages, alms, etc. was 

begun in 1300 by Boniface VIII. Confirming the Cat-holic church is a Jewish operated 

establishment, ran by fear-based programs designed to afflict the all, except them. Have you 

ascertained yet what this jubilee is about? For most people will not think deep enough to get it, do 

you wish to know what the jubilee is really all about? “They” pay off the debt, they own the note 

and then they own you, but you will be happy with no debt, until reality kicks in far too late again, 

just like Covid. Something the Trustee needs to ponder on. In 2021 the system launched an 

experimental vaccine that was patented, and the gullible and stupid thought it was to cure them of 

a none isolated disease. By accepting their patented potion, it gave consent for those who 

authorized the injections rightful ownership of the DNA. Since January 2020 a machine called the 

Omega, trapped you, drained you and made the 99% powerless to make the 1% powerful and so 

they owned you. The NESARA or jubilee is an elimination of your debts or sins, but who owns 

the debt? Someone or thing has to underwrite it, and so, he who underwrites it owns the debt, but 

more importantly, all the debtors as well. A jubilee or a jew bilee? Guess who owns you then? I 

guess they think their messiah has already returned. Ponder on that. From Jew Peter and Zeus to 

Jew billie which means William, it is all very House of Orange again. How is that lemon tasting? 

 

Well, I have been pondering again, head wreck time again, you may wish to listen to this more 

closely for the rest of the show. Many people like the Q&A format and mind meme game, the 

questions and the answers, and most only wish to have the answer. They want the answer to prove 

they were right in the past and will remain right in the future. The personal I am right badge, all of 

which comes under two categories or thought processes. You are in the mind and operating in ego, 

if all you desire is the answer. Because the answer is not the answer or indeed the question either. 

The question and the answer is the duality, where do you reside within it? Oh dear you have 

forgotten again haven’t you. There is no question or answer, it doesn’t exist, only the illusion of 

it. But Thomas quit with the cryptic, I want the answers some scream! But if you ask me the 
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question, there is no answer, ponder on that. I imagine you’re going wells the fargo is he talking 

about, my reply is wtf are you talking about or to? I am going to say this, to all of you listening to 

this now, you made your mind up. Your replies will be, what have I got to make my mind up on? 

But I never asked you a question I gave you a statement which you listened to, but didn’t hear it. 

But you asked me to make my mind up so there must be question to make my mind up with. There 

was no question and so there is no answer. I made a statement, you made your mind up, it was not 

a question, but was returned with a question because you thought you didn’t know the answer. But 

there was no question, so how can you have an answer? You can’t, your mind was made up by 

you, to think there was a question and an answer. You made your mind up, you created the illusion 

that was real, but it isn’t is it. You have thoughts which comes from the mind, the word thought is 

derived from Thoth, who with his partner Set, re-set your mind. And you made your mind up to 

match with them, let us make man in our image and likeness ring a Ba’al? with brings in their holy 

trinity, Ba’al is Bel and he is ringing in your heads and minds. You are operating in non-thinking, 

because when you think properly and spell the word THINK, it becomes truth, honor, integrity, 

new, knowledge, because only then are you thinking on the right level. If you reverse think and 

the h becomes silent you are left with knit, have you knitted a mind of thoths that is set in your 

heads, which is external. Or have you knitted things yourself? Internally. A question is the left 

hemisphere, the answer is the right hemisphere, the question then becomes, where is or who asked 

your question and answer? They can’t be in the head as your mind is made up, which means if you 

have made it up, it is an illusion or a lie. But if you merge the question and answer by merging the 

two hemispheres and venture into the heart space, things change. Why do they change? Because 

once you get out of your own way, the heart will tell you, there was no question or answer to begin 

with again. If you are partially within your mind, you will ask but where has the question and 

answer gone to? But that is partial progress. The answer or non-answer to whether was a question 

or answer, will eventually give way to, there was no question and there was no answer. Because? 

You forgot your inner knowing and it becomes it is what it is. Asking someone a question and 

expecting an answer back on your own experiences or situation is duality, in the triality there is no 

question or answer, only a knowing. Knowing me negates the possibility of knowing you. Are you 

knowing me or will you learn to know you? 

 

ENDING PIECE: I imagine you all are still listening and re-listening to last Saturday’s show, it 

brought in much deeper ponderings within you all. It hit the nail proverbially on the head, and also 

the heart. You are left in no doubt, who is/was the problem and who is/are the solution. I would 

love the races of color to come and support us, if not, please get out of our way for us to complete 

our work, much of which is for your own benefit. In life we have dug for ourselves many holes, 

the key is not only how you get out, but whether you get out. But life and yourself always provides 

the window, the window of opportunity to start anew. A chance to free yourself from the chains 

that bind, that you think was done external of you, it wasn’t. It was always internal chains that bind 
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you away from the truth, away from reality, away from the problem, away from you and into a 

self-inflicted prison of your own making. Some make it worse and threw away the key after locking 

the door. It was you who created the Russian dolls, you who created the boxes and labels, and only 

you who can uncreate them. All of those are just copies of the original, and if you keep making 

copies of a copy what happens next? You degrade and ultimately become lost, are you lost in 

space? Are you lost in time? A seed is just a seed until it grows into a flower, the dark and dank 

world of creepy crawlies or rise to meet the sun with hope, light and life? Some of you have spoken 

about my analogy from the Zoom call, the Humpty Dumpty piece. All the kings horses and men 

could not put Humpty together again. We all are Humpty Dumpty, and nobody can put your pieces 

back together again, except you. Humpty cracked his head, which shattered the mind, the solution? 

Work from the heart. A work in progress I stated and asked you to remember, remember the pieces 

you have gathered, whilst striving to collect the others. Here is a new meme for you when you 

understand it; Strings in time, will never lead to the nine. 

 

The TPC and its memes are the creational foundation, it is you and I who build the walls before 

the roof goes on. Too much of your lives occurs on the external, too much of your lives deals with 

the effect not the cause. Too many fingers point away from us and not enough at us. Finding a 

pattern as it always repeats, is a key component of life and as a news reporter. But our task is 

different, as we are not waiters in a restaurant nor are, we NATO, no action talk only. 

 

The key for us is, to create our patterns that are designed to not to repeat their failures. In a world 

of no experts, we have to create the teachers to become the experts. In a world of unsanity, the 

people are one sandwich short of a picnic. In a world of hero worship, the people are one person 

short of the reality. In a world of illusion, reality becomes the conspiracy theory. In a world of 

confusion, the order of chaos becomes the way of life. In a world of the non-hearing, the music of 

the spheres plays to the audience of the few. In a world of non-seeing, the one eyed man becomes 

the king and seeing is not believing. In a world of non-thinking, the woke becomes the intelligence 

and intelligencia. In a world of noise and non-clarity, silent lucidity becomes the impossible dream. 

In a world of throat chakra based silence, only the idiots talk. In a world of no hope, low 

expectation and massive limitation prevails. In a world of sewer people, the gutter becomes the 

only elevation. In a world of low expectations, the gutter becomes the peak of achievement. In a 

world of war, all are losers. In a world of greed, most live to only exist. In a world of savior 

programs, the self becomes an irrelevance. In a world of little love, fear becomes the passion. In a 

world of lust, love becomes a by word. In a world of the linear, one can only ride the hamster 

wheel. In a world of time, one can only be bound to it, the timekeeper becomes the gatekeeper and 

you threw away the key. In a world of gates, you are the key. In a world of no beacons shining, it 

becomes the void of the dark. In a world of only seeing the one white light, the colors of the 

spectrum are lost. In a world of not promoting the all, you are only left with the one, but the 
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anagram of the one singular is Neo, who is a Smith. In a world of mind and heartless chatter, only 

drama prevails and all the world is a stage. They say that all that glitters isn’t gold, I would say all 

that are living are not in or of life. In a world of psychology, you are kept in the mind. In a world 

of psi-cology, you stay in the heart. FOLLOW YOUR HEART 

 

 


